API SOLUTION

About FX Junction

FX Junction is one of the largest open social trading networks aimed,
but not limited to, forex traders worldwide. Many of our members
trade cryptos, futures, CFDs, indexes and more on their MetaTrader
(4 and 5) accounts.

Operating since 2011, our community counts:
Over 26,000 registered members.
More than 10,000 trading accounts linked.
From over 1,000 different brokers.
With a total number of 28M+ trades placed and counting.
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API Solutions from FX Junction
Use our back-end APIs to build your own private social trading platform or a Fintech app.
Leverage our tried and tested core functionality and integrate into your application.
Remain fully in control of your application development and outsource to us the copy trading and statistical
computational functionality using simple REST API calls.

What is required to use the API?
You can integrate our API into your existing workflow or a new application. The only requirements are the
ability to issue REST (JSON) calls and handle the returned outputs.
The typical interaction process with the APIs is as follows:
Create your MetaTrader (4 or 5) accounts in our system
Connect these accounts - the accounts’ terminals will get
virtualized on our side so you don’t need to worry about
any EAs etc for them to remain connected
Set the necessary parameters (for copy API) and turn on
Retrieve the necessary outputs (for stats API)

copy API
This API allows you to automate the AutoCopy functionality of trades
between 2 or more MetaTrader accounts in near real-time using a
few simple commands:
Connect your accounts
Choose the fee model (per lot, per trade or monthly subscription)
Set the AutoCopy parameters (lot size, maximum number of copy
trades, etc.)
Turn on/off

stats API
This API allows you to retrieve trading data and
performance statistics of a connected MetaTrader
account.
These consist of almost 100 statistical measures and
tables that are available on FX Junction.
The statistics are typically refreshed within a 10-15
minutes interval.
The performance statistics are based on the True TimeWeighted Rate of Return (TWRR) which is the gold
standard of performance measurement in the trading
and asset management industries.

Technical support offered
We offer our API clients a dedicated email or Skype chat support to guide them
in the implementation process.
You will also receive relevant documentation with examples and explanation of
fields and necessary calls to get you up and running as quickly possible.
You can experiment with our APIs for 30 days for free of charge.

Simple and transparent pricing
Pricing based on the number of connected accounts at each calendar month end. No tricks, gimmicks or
complicated pricing schemes.

Contact us
For more information, do not hesitate to get in touch with our team:
Email: team@fxjunction.com
Skype: support@fxjunction.com

